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I am an associate in Fox Williams' corporate team, advising on a range
of domestic and cross-border corporate and private M&A transactions.

Priya has experience advising on a range of corporate matters with a focus on private company M&A, including domestic
and cross-border transactions. Priya also has experience advising on corporate reorganisations, banking and debt
finance transactions, shareholder disputes and general corporate advisory matters such as restructurings, constitutional
documents and shareholders’ agreements.
Priya is a fluent Spanish speaker.
Prior to joining Fox Williams in 2018, Priya trained at an international law firm. As part of her training contract, Priya
undertook a client secondment to the Arcadia Group.
Priya is a member of the firm’s digital media and publishing, technology and fashion sector groups.

Legal Expertise
Private mergers and acquisitions
Restructuring / reorganisations
Investments and fundraising
General corporate advisory

Experience
Advised on the sale of online legal publisher, Justis Publishing Limited, to global legal research company vLex
Holdings Limited. The transaction builds on Fox Williams’ experience of the EdTech and online learning sectors.
Advised Jonas Software on its acquisition of Uniware Systems Limited.
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Advised AIM listed Scotgold Resources on a £2.65m debt and equity fundraising.
Advised Welbeck Publishing Limited on its acquisition of Carlton Books and Jonathan Goodman Publishing.
Advised Vela Software Limited on its purchase of the business and assets of Volo Commerce Limited.
Advised the shareholders of Adam Phones on the sale of the company’s entire issued share capital to Radius
Payment Solutions, a leading independent service provider to the fleet and logistics market.
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